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DuraFlex™ - All the Benefits of Flexible – None of the Drawbacks
Why DuraFlex™ is so Good

Working with DuraFlex™

DuraFlex™ from Myerson is a breakthrough thermoplastic that
resolves the limitations found in older flexible materials that are
nylon based, whilst still offering all the advantages of a flexible
denture.

We have now made the move
completely to Myerson’s DuraFlex™
for all of our flexible dentures. The
material has proven to be excellent
providing good flexibility, aesthetics,
adaptability and, even in this short
period,
impressive
wear
characteristics.

The advanced thermoplastic used to make DuraFlex™ has a semicrystalline polymer structure, making it both strong and hygienic.
It is clinically unbreakable and more durable than acrylic.
Myerson’s internal research has shown that this state-of-the-art
thermoplastic material is unusually resistant to water
absorption, making it less prone than nylon to absorbing stains
or odours.
DuraFlex™ also offers highly desirable aesthetics, with a veined
appearance in four gingival colours as well as clear. The material
is translucent, allowing the natural colouring of the underlying
tissue to show through, giving it a virtually invisible appearance.
The revolutionary characteristics of DuraFlex™ means we are
able to rebase, repair, and even add teeth to DuraFlex™ flexible
dentures using the same material. This means the altered
denture is still flexible and any adjustment is permanent.

Already we have added teeth to one
of the first DuraFlex™ dentures we
made. Unlike many other systems,
such as Valplast and Flexite, we
added the tooth in the same material
so we had a perfect match and the
altered denture was still completely flexible. This means the
alteration was a permanent solution, rather than a temporary
one done in a different material. Impressively, unlike other
popular materials, the denture looked exactly the same as the
day we made it, no scratches, discolouration etc., despite being
worn for a few months.

Material Characteristic
Flexible and clinically unbreakable
Able to add, reline, alter in the same flexible material
Easy to look after - Scratch resistant
Won’t absorb moisture so stain and odour resistant
Easy to adjust in the surgery

DuraFlex™
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Other Systems
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

Extra Special Offer - Flexible Dentures From £100!
As an introductory offer to DuraFlex™ we are running a promotion until the end of 2014 offering a 20% discount off our standard
prices via this voucher.
This will include all flexible restorations including flexible clasps, removable bridges etc. If you are currently using another leading
product you owe it to your patients to try DuraFlex™, with the reduction in price you now have the perfect opportunity.
To redeem this offer cut out this voucher and complete the information on the back.

We are introducing a new pricelist from 1 October. This will be the first new pricelist in nearly four years and we have taken the
opportunity to amalgamate the various pricelists from the other laboratories we have merged with as well as the new products,
such as CAD/CAM. This has resulted in some prices decreasing, as well as many others staying the same. Where there have been
increases they have been kept to a minimum. We have initially produced a condensed version of the pricelist but we will also be
producing our comprehensive version which we will distribute digitally. Please let us know if you would like a copy of this version.
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Extra Special Offer - Flexible Dentures From £100!
To redeem this offer cut out this voucher and complete the information below and include it with the work.
Practice:

Dentist:

Patient Name / Reference:

E-mail Address:

Terms: One voucher per dentist. No restriction on type of flexible case. Voucher must be fully completed.

